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Discotic mesophases are known for their ability to self-assemble into columnar structures which serve

as semiconducting molecular wires. Charge-carrier mobility along these wires strongly depends on

molecular packing which is controlled by intermolecular interactions. Using solid-state NMR and

molecular dynamics simulations we relate how conformations of alkyl and glycol side chains affect

helical pitch and angular distribution of molecules within the columnar structures of perylenediimide

derivatives. Using the high-temperature limit of Marcus theory we then establish a link between the

secondary structure and charge-carrier mobility. Simulation results are compared to pulse-radiolysis

time-resolved microwave conductivity measurements. We conclude that for achieving high charge-

carrier mobilities in discotics, side chains with specific interactions are required in order to minimize the

translational and orientational molecular disorder in the columns.
1 Introduction

Among the advantages of organic semiconductors are their

synthetically tunable electronic structure, their self-assembling

abilities, and their ease of processing. Doped1–3 and neutral

soluble4,5 conjugated polymers as well as vapor-deposited6,7 and

soluble8–10 small organic molecules are currently utilized as

building blocks for various electronic and optoelectronic devices.

Discotic liquid crystals represent a subset of soluble self-orga-

nizing compounds displaying columnar molecular arrangement.

The overlap of thep-orbitals of the neighboring molecules allows

for one-dimensional transport of charge carriers along the

columns.8,11–15 Local charge-carrier mobilities up to 1 cm2 V�1 s�1

can be achieved by systematically varying the substituents and

processing.16–18 Perylenediimide (PDI) derivatives form a partic-

ularly interesting class of discotics, since compounds based on

these derivatives are some of the best and most frequently used n-

type semiconductors,12,19 even though their electron and hole

mobilities are rather similar.20 Mobilities up to 0.6 cm2 V�1 s�1

have been reported for thin PDI films.21,22 PDI derivatives have

already been applied in different areas of organic electronics,

such as all-organic solar cells13,23–25 and field-effect transis-

tors.12,26 They can self-assemble in structures with different
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packing motifs,27 which also results in different charge mobil-

ities.28 The self-organization can be controlled by introducing

hydrogen bonding,29 metal-ion coordination,30 or by changing

the geometry of the side groups.31,32

Since high charge-carrier mobility is essential for the majority

of applications, significant efforts have been directed at its

improvement, for example by varying the chemical structure.33,34

It has been concluded, however, that optimizing the electronic

structure alone is not sufficient, since the material morphology,

which heavily depends on both chemical structure and process-

ing, can alter charge mobility by orders of magnitude.35,36 This

suggests that the following steps are required for compound

design: synthesis of a new compound, optimization of processing

conditions, morphology characterization, and finally measure-

ments of the mobility.18,37–41 Reiterating this procedure for a set

of compounds, one might be able to formulate a set of empirical

rules, or structure-processing-property relationships. In practice,

however, finding such relationships has been so far very difficult.

It is often not obvious whether the improvement comes from

a better electronic structure or a superior morphology, since both

are affected by changes in the chemical structure.

A particularly difficult problem is to characterize partially

disordered material morphologies with a high level of detail.

Routinely employed experimental techniques are wide-angle X-

ray scattering (WAXS)41–43 and solid-state nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR).41,44–46 Both methods provide averages over

the molecular ensemble and, as such, do not contain full infor-

mation about the distributions of molecular positions and

orientations. At the same time, charge dynamics of partially

ordered semiconductors is sensitive to the molecular arrange-

ment on all length scales.47,48 Indeed, transfer integrals and

charge hopping rates strongly depend on the chemical
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composition and local molecular ordering, while the global

charge-carrier pathway is determined by the large scale

morphology and presence of defects. In this situation, modeling

becomes a necessity: it assists in identifying correct molecular

packing motifs18,49–51 quantifies the degree of local disorder, and

links both of these to the charge-carrier mobility.18,47,48,52–61 In

our previous work we have established a link between charge

mobility and morphology for the derivatives of hexabenzocor-

onene,48,50 addressed the structure-mobility relations for the

heptyloctyl substituted perylene tetracarboxdiimide derivative,

and designed a new class of triangularly-shaped discotics18 with

high charge-carrier mobility. In all cases, the morphology of the

materials was characterized using molecular dynamics simula-

tions guided by theWAXS andNMRdata analysis. Even though

we have been able to establish a relation between the local

disorder and charge mobility, no definitive conclusion was made

about the role of the side chains, e. g. why different side chains

lead to different supramolecular (in this case helical) packing

motives. Such understanding is of course required for rational

compound design, since the local packing motif as well as its

quality have a significant effect on charge transport.

In this work we compare the supramolecular arrangement of

two PDI derivatives, with alkyl (C8,7–PDI) and tri-ethylene-

glycol (TEG–PDI) side chains, the chemical structure of which is

shown in Fig. 1a,b. To do this, we first analyze the experimental

results from solid-state NMR and WAXS data and correlate the

deduced molecular arrangement with the results of molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations. Analyzing the MD snapshots we

relate packing of side chains to the supramolecular helical

arrangement of molecules in a column. Finally, we calculate

electronic couplings between conjugated cores of neighboring

molecules and use high-temperature non-adiabatic limit of

Marcus theory to calculate the charge hopping rates between
Fig. 1 (a) C8,7–PDI, alkyl side chain and (b) TEG–PDI, tri-ethylene-glycol

displayed using united atom representation except for the branching C-atom. T

by vectors v (connects the two N-atoms in the molecular plane), u (normal

azimuthal angles of the end-to-end vector d in this coordinate system. Ellip

different H atoms are used for dynamical order parameters in Table 1.
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them. Charge-carrier mobility for electrons and holes is then

obtained by solving a linearized master equation for occupation

probabilities. Simulation results are compared to pulse-radiolysis

time-resolved microwave conductivity (PR-TRMC) mobility

measurements. Eventually, structure-mobility relationships are

formulated.
2 Phase behavior, packing, and local molecular
dynamics from solid-state NMR

To investigate the self-assembled packing motifs and local

molecular dynamics of the two PDI derivatives we have

employed a number of advanced solid-state NMR experi-

ments.63–66 These experiments probe the local molecular

conformations, averaged over the whole sample, through the

isotropic chemical shift (diso) and correlation of these through the

space-dependent dipole–dipole coupling.67,68 Information about

the local molecular dynamics can also be achieved by monitoring

the effective 13C-1H heteronuclear dipolar couplings.69 In

particular, the diso for 1H is known to be a sensitive probe with

respect to p–p stacking effects,44,45 hydrogen bonding,70,71 and,

as we have recently shown, also to specific pitch angles between

successive PDI molecules within the molecular stacks.46

A detailed characterization of C8,7–PDI employing solid-state

NMR, MD simulations, and WAXS have previously been per-

formed46,72 and for this reason, only a short summary of these

findings will be given here. The C8,7–PDI molecules are p–p

stacked and organized in columns with a low pitch angle of about

20–45�. This information was derived from the observation of

a strong inter-molecular contact between the branching protons

of the attached side chains for successive C8,7–PDI molecules,

yielding a distance of 3.7 � 0.1 �A. Moreover, the chemical shift

for this particular proton (�4.8 ppm) indicates that this is
(TEG) side chain. (c) Sketch of the two PDI derivatives: side chains are

he orientation of the conjugated core defines the coordinate systems given

to the molecular plane), and w ¼ u � v. Angles q and f are polar and

soids depict tensors of gyration for each pair of side chains. Labels for
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hydrogen bonded and thereby coordinated to the carbonyls of

either side of the PDI core, as indicated in Fig. 1c. Such an intra-

molecular hydrogen bond, although quite unusual since it

involves a CH group and a carbonyl, is expected to be important

with respect to how the attached side chains pack and organize

themselves between the individual columns. We note that this

kind of hydrogen bond has previously been observed in other

systems using solid-state NMR and quantified with respect to its

impact on the proton chemical shift of the methine group by

theoretical calculations.73,74 Another example of this particular

hydrogen bond is the perylenemonoimide (PMI) system where

the attachment of identical branched side chains (C8,7) leads to

a larger stacking angle between successive PMIs, which allows

for the existence of two fractions of hydrogen-bonded side-chain

species.75 Finally, the C8,7–PDI core part was observed to be

rather rigid as identified from site specific dynamical order

parameters S close to unity, indicating that the columnar packing

of C8,7–PDI is rather stable.

Replacing the alkyl side chains with TEG at the branching

point has a dramatic effect on both the thermotropic behavior

and columnar packing of the PDI molecules as can be observed

from Fig. 2. From Fig. 2c the thermotropic behavior of TEG–

PDI can easily be followed and transition temperatures at �53

and �130 �C can be identified, corresponding to the phase

transitions from crystalline (Cr) to liquid crystalline (LC) and

from LC to the isotropic phase, respectively. In our previous

work we have focused on the LC phase only and it was shown
Fig. 2 Phase behavior and supramolecular assembly of TEG–PDI. (a) and

excitation/reconversion of two rotor periods for a spinning frequency of 30.0

illustrating the thermotropic behavior of TEG–PDI. (d) and (e) 2D 13C{1H} RE

two rotor periods and a spinning frequency of 25.0 kHz. The upper spectra sh

TEG–PDI at 92 �C and the lower spectra in (b) and (e) have been recorded at

and (e) display the color scheme employed for assignment along with the pac
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that the LC phase of TEG–PDI includes a cooperative motion

along the columns where the TEG–PDI molecules are packed

with a pitch angle of 90�.62 As a consequence of the increased

mobility along the columnar axis, the linebroadening effects

from the homo-nuclear proton-proton dipolar couplings are

significantly reduced. This leaves the 1H resonances mainly

influenced by p–p packing effects and allows for the assignments

shown in Fig. 2a and d.

Cooling TEG–PDI from the LC phase to the Cr phase gives

the 2D solid-state NMR spectra shown in Fig. 2b and e. From

both of these spectra it is apparent, that a freezing in of the TEG

chains has a large impact on the spectral resolution which can be

achieved. This is most clearly observed by a comparison of

Fig. 2a and b which also reveals, that diso for the TEG chains is

shifted from�4.6 to�3.4 ppm in LC and Cr phases, respectively.

To reveal what the impact of freezing of the TEG chains is with

respect to packing the 2D 13C{1H} correlation spectrum in

Fig. 2e is very useful. From this 2D spectrum, the broad 1D

spectrum of 1H chemical shifts is now spread according to their

carbon bonding partner, giving a much improved resolution.

Clearly, the packing of TEG–PDI molecules in the Cr phase is

quite different from the LC phase, since six distinct 13C sites with

attached protons can be observed. These sites belong to different

packing motifs in the columns and comes as a result of different

pitch angles as shown in our previous work.46 Based on this, the

different sites can be grouped together as illustrated in Fig. 2e.

With this in mind the packing of TEG–PDI can be understood.
(b) 2D 1H-1H DQ-SQ correlation spectra recorded at 20.0 T using a DQ

kHz. (c) Variable temperature 1H MAS NMR spectra recorded at 16.5 T

PT-HSQC spectra recorded at 20.0 T using a REDOR recoupling time of

own in (a) and (d) have been recorded in the liquid-crystalline phase for

14 �C in the crystalline (or ‘‘frozen’’) phase of TEG–PDI. The insets in (d)

king (as seen from above) and molecular dynamics.62
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The main packing motif, showing the largest spread in chemical

shift, is packed with a pitch angle of 90� as also identified from

WAXS measurements.62 The two remaining packing motifs on

the other hand indicate that these are stacked with pitch angles

less than 90�. This immediately raises two questions. How can

such a complex packing be understood and what is the role of the

attached TEG side chains? To answer these questions a deeper

understanding of the morphology of the TEG–PDI system in its

crystalline state is required. Fortunately, the MD simulations

performed in this work give access to realistic packing scenarios

and these will form the basis for understanding the complex

packing present in C8,7–PDI and TEG–PDI.

Before going in detail about the different morphologies and

packing motifs it is illustrative to compare the order parameters

obtained experimentally for C8,7–PDI and TEG–PDI from solid-

state NMR experiments46,62 with those calculated based on MD

simulations.72 The dynamical order parameter S is related to the

mobility of a moiety of interest. FromMD this can be computed

as

S ¼
*
1

N

XN
i¼1

�
3

2
ðMi$miÞ2� 1

2

�+
;Mi ¼ hmi〉; (1)

where <.> denotes time average, N is the number of molecules

in the system, mi is the vector along the C–Hx group of interest,

Hi, Ho, Hb in our particular case, see Fig. 1a for the notations.

Calculated dynamical order parameters are summarized

together with the NMR results in Table 1. As an example for the

C8,7–PDI case a value of S ¼ 0.91 (T ¼ 300 K) is calculated for

the inner-most core protons of the PDI core.72 This is in good

agreement with the dynamical order parameter of S � 0.9

determined from solid-state NMR experiments46 and shows that

the columnar system based on C8,7–PDI is quite stable even on

small time scales, as in the case of theMD simulations performed

in this work. For the TEG–PDI case the experimentally deter-

mined order parameters are on the order of S � 0.5 in both the

LC and Cr phase (see Table 1). This reduction by about a factor

of 2 from a completely rigid case could be explained by the

presence of cooperative motion and local fluctuations of the

columnar-packed molecules in the LC and Cr phases, respec-

tively, as indicated in Fig. 2d and e.62 From the MD simulations

performed for TEG–PDI in this work, values in the range of 0.8–

0.9 for S are obtained for the PDI core part of TEG–PDI (see

Table 1). The discrepancy between experimental and calculated

order parameters for TEG–PDI mainly reflect that the different

kind of motions occurring in the two different thermodynamic
Table 1 Dynamic order parameters S for the different core C–H
moieties determined from MD simulations (see eqn (1)) and 2D rotor-
encoded solid-state NMR and the corresponding orientational order
parameterQ fromMD (see eqn (2)). Experimental uncertainties are �0.1

Method PDI T/K S(CHo) S(CHi) S(CHb) Q

NMR46 C8,7–PDI 300 0.9 �1 0.9
NMR62 TEG–PDI 303 0.46 0.43 0.48
NMR62 TEG–PDI 373 0.48 0.48 0.52
MD72 C8,7–PDI 300 0.91 0.86 0.96 0.90
MD TEG–PDI 300 0.93 0.88 0.98 0.95
MD TEG–PDI 400 0.89 0.84 0.96 0.94
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phases of TEG–PDI are on time scales longer than what is

sampled in theMD simulations (ns) as compared to that detected

during the solid-state NMR experiments (ms). Thus, the MD

simulations performed for TEG–PDI should mainly be consid-

ered as a static snapshot of the morphology which, however, still

can be used to interpret the charge-carrier mobility of the TEG–

PDI-system, since this occurs on a much faster time scale (sub-

nanoseconds). In addition to the dynamic order parameter we

have computed an orientational order parameter Q as the largest

eigenvalue of

Qab ¼
*
1

N

XN
i¼1

�
3

2
uðiÞa u

ðiÞ
b � 1

2
dab

�+
; (2)

Q ¼ 1 implies perfect alignment of the unit vectors u (see Fig. 1)

andQ¼ 0 corresponds to an isotropic angular distribution. Both

derivatives show strong nematic order as can be seen in Table 1.
3 Molecular ordering: Simulations

Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations were employed in

order to link the side-chain packing and the molecular arrange-

ment within columns. All systems consisted of 960 PDImolecules

stacked in 16 columns of 60 molecules each. Force-field param-

eters and simulation details can be found in the Supporting

Information.†18,72

Initial configurations were prepared using an orthorhombic

unit cell with a ¼ 22 �A, b ¼ 17 �A, and c ¼ 3.5 �A for C8,7–PDI,72

and a hexagonal lattice with a ¼ b ¼ 23 �A, c ¼ 3.4 �A for TEG–

PDI.62 Systems were equilibrated at 300 K for 40 ns using the

GROMACS package76 while the VOTCA package77 was used to

analyze the MD trajectories. Different initial pitch angles were

used and we found that C8,7–PDI converges to an average pitch

angle of 40�, and TEG–PDI to 90�, in agreement to our previous

results.72 The histograms of the pitch angle a between neigh-

boring molecules are shown in Fig. 3a. A narrow distribution

with a maximum around 40� is found for C8,7–PDI while for

TEG–PDI the distribution is much broader and is centered

around 90�. This agrees with the NMR results of 20�–45� for

C8,7–PDI46 and 90� for TEG–PDI62 as was mentioned in the last

section. Furthermore, the broad pitch angle distribution for

TEG–PDI shows indications of the packing motifs revealed by

solid-state NMR. In our previous work the width of the distri-

bution was estimated to be�40� from site-specific 13C-1H dipolar

couplings62 which is in excellent agreement with simulation

results. Intermolecular distances have a narrow distribution for

both compounds which has maximum around 3.6 �A, as shown in

Fig. 3b.

To understand the difference in molecular packing of the two

PDI derivatives we analyzed conformations of their side chains.

This was done with the help of the end-to-end vector d connect-

ing the branching C-atom and the end of the side chain, as

illustrated in Fig. 1c. The distributions of the length of this

vector, d ¼ |d|, are shown in Fig. 3b. The narrower distribution

for alkyl side chains suggests that they are more rigid and

stretched out as compared to the TEG side chains, which is due

to steric repulsion of hydrogens attached to sp3-hybridized

carbons.
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 9538–9545 | 9541



Fig. 3 (a) Histograms of the helical pitch angle of neighboring molecules, a. (b) Histograms of the intermolecular distance Dz and length d of the four

side chains (see Fig. 1). The narrower distribution of d for C8,7–PDI which has less atoms shows that alkyl side chains are more rigidly stretched out and

TEG side chains are more flexible. (c) and (d) Orientation of the end-to-end distance d for alkyl and TEG side chains with respect to the core (see Fig. 1

for definitions). The hydrogen bond near the branching C-atom defines the direction of the stiff alkyl side chain to point out of the molecular plane qz
55� (red vertical line) while the more flexible TEG side chains can average out the direction given by the hydrogen bond and can rest in the molecular

plane q z 90�. This results in different pitch angles of a ¼ 40(90)� for C8,7–PDI(TEG–PDI) as explained below. (e) HOMO-HOMO (triangles) and

LUMO-LUMO (circles) transfer integrals for two isolated molecules at a distance of Dz¼ 3.6�A as a function of the relative pitch angle a. The widths of

the distributions of pitch angles shown in Fig. 3a are indicated using black and red arrows for C8,7–PDI and TEG–PDI, respectively. Minima of J2LUMO

occur near maxima of these distributions at a ¼ 40� (C8,7–PDI) and a ¼ 90� (TEG–PDI). (f) Distributions of charge carrier mobilities for electrons and

holes for C8,7–PDI and TEG–PDI. Hole mobilities are larger for both derivatives.
Mean values of the two distributions are similar, �d ¼ 7.6 �A for

C8,7–PDI and 7.7 �A for TEG–PDI, in spite of the fact that the

alkyl side chain has less atoms than the TEG side chain. This

observation is further confirmed by comparing the eigenvalues of

the tensor of gyration for the two combined branches of side

chains (see Fig. 1c). C8,7–PDI has a ratio of eigenvalues (in nm2)

43 : 6 : 1 in contrast to 17 : 3 : 1 for TEG–PDI, indicating again

that the TEG side chain is more flexible than the alkyl one. The

tensors of gyration are sketched in Fig. 1c.

The orientation of the vector d is characterized using two-

dimensional histograms in the f,q coordinates, introduced in

Fig. 1, and are shown in Fig. 3c and d. Alkyl side chains stick out

of the molecular plane by �35� since the distribution is centered
9542 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 9538–9545
around q¼ 55� and 125�. Hence, on average the side chains point

away from the plane of the core. In contrast, the TEG side chains

reside in the molecular plane, since their distribution is centered

around q ¼ 90�.
The observed conformational differences can be easily linked

to the chemical structure. Simulation results as well as the NMR

data suggest46 that a hydrogen bond is formed between the H-

atom attached to the branching C-atom of the side chain and the

O-atom of the core (see Fig. 1). Due to the tetrahedral structure

around the branching C-atom, the first C-atoms in the two

sidearms will therefore be out of the molecular plane. This

direction is maintained in the case of C8,7–PDI because of the

rigid nature of alkyl side chains. For more flexible TEG–PDI
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Table 2 Simulated and experimental mobilities, in cm2 V�1 s�1. Values
for electron and hole mobilities for both PDI derivatives are obtained by
averaging over 16 columns in 1000 MD snapshots of a 40 ns long
trajectory. We also show combined electron and hole mobilities which
can be directly compared to measured PR-TRMC mobilities

C8,7–PDI TEG–PDI

mh 0.086 0.071
me 0.004 0.004
me + mh 0.09 0.075
mPR�TRMC 0.15 0.09
chains, the direction imposed by the first C-atoms averages out

and the side chains reside in the molecular plane.

Summarizing the MD results, one can conclude that the pitch

angle of a ¼ 90� for TEG–PDI is a consequence of a steric

repulsion of the TEG side chains belonging to the neighboring

molecules. For C8,7–PDI the alkyl side chains stick out of the

molecular plane due to the hydrogen bond formation. Due to

their larger extension, steric repulsion exists not only between the

side chains of nearest neighbors but also the next nearest

neighbors. Therefore the pitch is reduced to a ¼ 40�, which
ensures the best side chain packing.

4 Charge-carrier mobility

With the atomistic morphologies at hand, we can now calculate

hole and electron mobilities along the columns. To do this,

charge hopping rates for neighboring molecules i and j were

calculated using the high-temperature limit of Marcus theory78,79

uij ¼
J2
ij

h-

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p

lkBT

r
exp

�
� l

4kBT

�
; (3)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, h- is Planck’s constant, l is the

reorganization energy, and Jij is the corresponding transfer

integral. Centers of mass of molecules were used as hopping sites.

Charge-carrier mobilities were obtained by solving a linearized

master equation for one-dimensional transport.47,48,80,81 A

description of the master equation approach and details on how

the diabatic states were constructed as well as how transfer

integrals were calculated are given in the Supporting

Information.†

The key parameters entering eqn (3) are the transfer integral Jij
and the reorganization energy l. We will first discuss the

contribution of the internal reorganization energy which was

calculated using B3LYP hybrid functional and 6-311g(d,p) basis

set. The value for holes, lh ¼ 0.14 eV, is significantly smaller than

the value for electrons, le ¼ 0.24 eV, leading to about four times

higher rates for holes than for electrons (for details on this and

the details on the method we use to obtain reorganization ener-

gies see the Supporting Information†).

The other contribution to the hopping rate comes from the

transfer integral Jij. It is related to the overlap of orbitals used to

construct diabatic states (HOMO for holes and LUMO for

electrons) and hence is very sensitive to relative orientations and

positions of neighbors. The distribution of the center of mass

distances between neighbors in a column, shown in Fig. 3b, is

rather narrow and peaked around Dz ¼ 3.6 �A. This value is in

agreement with the WAXS data.62,72 Hence, the variation of

transfer integrals is mostly due to the change in relative orien-

tations of neighboring molecules. The dependence of the transfer

integrals for electrons and holes on the relative orientation angle

a is shown in Fig. 3a. For convenience, the widths of the distri-

butions of the angle a are also shown. From Fig. 3e one might

anticipate that average electronic coupling for electrons is much

smaller than that for holes, since the minima of the JLUMO are

close to the maxima of the angle distributions. Since the trans-

port is effectively one-dimensional, the charge carrier is very

likely to encounter a very small transfer integral within the

column, which will lead to small charge carrier mobilities.

Indeed, the averaged mobilities, given in Table 2, show that hole
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
transport is roughly twenty times more efficient than electron

transport for both derivatives. This is unexpected since PDI are

known as n-type semiconductors,12,19 although it has been shown

experimentally that their electron and hole mobilities are rather

similar.20

The slightly smaller hole mobility in TEG–PDI shown in Table

2 is due to the broad pitch angle distribution that covers the

minimum of the HOMO-HOMO overlap around 80�. The nar-

rower distribution for C8,7–PDI only covers the minima with its

tails, as can be seen in Fig. 3a and e. Broad distributions of the

pitch angle result in broad distributions of charge mobilities in

columns, which are shown in Fig. 3f.

The sum of the electron and hole mobilities can be directly

compared to the mobility measured by pulse-radiolysis time-

resolved microwave conductivity (PR-TRMC) technique. The

details of this technique are described in the Supporting

Information.† Note that Marcus theory tends to slightly over-

estimate the value of the mobility measured by the PR-TRMC

technique. For PDI, however, our averaged estimates are smaller

than the experimentally measured mobilities. This implies that

the length of a column comprised of 60 molecules exceeds the

distances sampled by the PR-TRMC technique, which normally

probes only 10–20 molecules.72 As a result, PR-TRMC is rela-

tively insensitive to occasional stacking defects, while they are

accounted for in simulations.
5 Conclusions

By combining MD simulations and NMR experiments we were

able to link the value of the helical pitch to side chain confor-

mations for two perylenediimide derivatives. The alkyl side

chains prefer a linearly stretched out conformation with the end-

to-end vector pointing out of the molecular plane. As a result,

not only the nearest neighbors, but also the next nearest neigh-

bors interact with each other which results in a pitch angle of 40�.
The glycol side chains are more flexible and reside in the

molecular plane. This leads to a much broader distribution of the

pitch angle centered around 90�.
Since the minima of the LUMO-LUMO electronic coupling

occur close to 40� and 90�, electron transport for both derivatives

is less favorable as compared to hole transport. This is further

enhanced by a smaller reorganization energy of holes as

compared to electrons.

Comparing hole transport in both derivatives we find that

minima of transfer integrals occur at pitch angles which are less

probable in the case of C8,7–PDI as compared to TEG–PDI.

Computed mobilities, however, do not show a big difference
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 9538–9545 | 9543



between hole mobilities in C8,7–PDI and TEG–PDI. We there-

fore conclude that, in order to obtain maximal charge-carrier

mobilities, it is not sufficient to match the average local molec-

ular order induced by the side chains with maxima of the transfer

integrals. It is also important to make the corresponding distri-

butions as narrow as possible compared to the window deter-

mined by the closest minima of the transfer integral. The

immediate implication for the compound design is that the side

chains should assist the self-assembling process not only via

‘‘soft’’ entropic interactions, but also via stronger specific inter-

actions, such as hydrogen bonding.
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